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« Social housing is fully in line with the basic objectives of the EC-Treaty. 
It is a legitimate element of public policy and as it is limited to what is
necessary it is in the interest of the Community that social housing is
supported ». Mario Monti, Member of the Commission, Decision 209/2001

The development of social housing is back on the political agenda in the EU.

The tensions observed on the housing markets, the lack of affordable supply in urban 
areas, the increase of housing prices and its impact on access and mobility have opened 
the dossier of the affordability of housing at the EU level. Given that failure of the housing 
markets, the development of a supply of social and affordable housing is a common 
priority of the Member States. 22 million households are already relying on more than 
20.000 registered social housing undertakings to live in a decent home in the EU.

The Council is giving priority to combating social exclusion related to housing and has 
made for the first time social housing eligible for the 2007 – 2013 cohesion policy. The 
Parliament has adopted a report on “Housing policy and cohesion”, committing itself with 
a “European Declaration on Housing” based on the “European Housing Charter”
proposed by 65 MEPs of its Intergroup “Urban Housing”,  an echo to the report “A need 
for a dynamic housing policy in Europe” adopted by the Council of Europe Parliamentary 
Assembly. The European Investment Bank (EIB) and the Development Bank of the 
Council of Europe (CEB) has launched recently new global loans to social housing 
development action plan, notably in France and Romania.

In spite of this joint mobilization of the Council and the Parliament, which lead concretely 
to the exclusion of social housing from the scope of the services directive, litigation and 
legal uncertainty persist. In the Netherlands and in Sweden, the universal access to 
social or public housing as a tool of social mix and urban cohesion is on the table of the 
European Commission as a manifest error of SGEIs. In France, special rights related to 
the SGEIs of the funding of the development of social housing in the frame of the 
National Action Plan for Cohesion are on the table of the European Court of Justice. 

These tensions are at the origin of the decision of the European Council of June. The 
adoption of Dutch Prime Minister Jan Peter Balkenende’s proposal consisted in adding 
as an annex to the new Treaties a protocol on services of general interest, aims at 
setting explicitly in the Treaties the discretionary competence of the Member States to 
define, to organize and to fund social housing as a SGEIs aiming at solving at the local 
level citizens housing needs with social mix and sustainable Communities principle 
simply because the market rules failed to achieve this goal of general interest.

This new development of social housing still remain under close scrutiny, at the 
crossroads of general interest and community interest, at the very heart of the inter-
institutional balance of power and the political debate on the role and the statute of 
services of general interest in the EU.
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Draft program
2.30 pm : welcome, registration, coffee

3.00 pm : Opening session
.Michel Delebarre, President of the Committee of the Regions
.Paul-Louis Marty, President of CECODHAS
.François Durollet, Vice-President public finance, DEXIA Group

3.20 pm : Housing Europe : General interest vs. Community one ?
Introductory report * by Laurent Ghekiere, USH

3.40 pm : A need for affordable housing : national strategies
.Francesca Cabrera, AVS, Spain 
.David Orr, National Housing Federation, United Kingdom 
.Daniela Grabmullerova, Ministry of Housing, Czech Republic

4.25 pm : debate

4.45 pm : Social Housing supply facing EU Law of competition
.A manifest error ? by Willem Van Leeuven, AEDES
.State Aid to universal housing by Kurt Eliasson, SABO
.Special Rights of funding social housing, by Dominique Dujols, USH

5.30 pm : debate

6.00 pm : Conclusions by Neelie Kroes, 
Member of the European Commission ** 

* based on the following report : ‘The development of social housing in the EU : when general 
interest meets  community interest” Dexia Editions, September 2007

** to be confirmed



RegistrationRegistration is required to access to the building

Registration
Please send a e-mail to sabine.spada@cecodhas.org
with the following information :

EU Housing Markets Failure - registration
Name Surname
Organisation
Phone
E-mail

Venue :
Committee of the Regions
Jacques Delors building
Room JDE 51
Rue Belliard 91-101
B-1040 Brussels

Translation EN – FR
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